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Clyde fishermen and their local communities took their fight against MPAs in their current form to the
Scottish Parliament recently. Full story page 3.

Fishing must be top priority
for next Government
By Bertie Armstrong, Chief Executive, SFF

One of the key events in the coming year
is the Scottish Parliament election being
held on 5 May 2016.
For fishing, our overall objective is to ensure
that the industry will be top of the next
Government’s agenda. We are now at a stage
where the majority of our stocks are in a
healthy shape and it would be a tragedy if the

efforts made to reach this stage were not
recognised by supportive governmental policy.
There are, of course, a number of priority
areas, and among those and right at the top of
the list is the landing obligation and the way it is
managed.As we progressively build the number
of stocks that come under the umbrella of the
regime, it is vital that we get the management

right, rather than being obsessed by sticking to
a strict timetable.
This first year of the discard ban for demersal
fisheries will be the easiest because as more
stocks come under its enforcement, then
so does the likelihood for major problems,
most notably choke species closing fisheries
down. The next Scottish Government must
Continued on page 2
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Continued from page 1

be supportive of the industry as it adapts
to the discard ban and be prepared to
be flexible in its management. Where
derogations are needed, the Government
must push for this at European level. Other
national governments will be doing this,
ours needs to as well.
On Marine Protected Areas there
needs to be a new approach where the
decision-making on their designation and
management is based on the science, rather
than emotive argument as happened with
some of the first tranche of MPAs on the
West coast.
There has also been the unfortunate
development where green politicking
is becoming the driving force behind
decision-making, rather than scientific
fact and evidence. The Government of
the day must meet its responsibilities to
fishing communities and look out for our
welfare too.
Indeed, in the past the most productive
management decisions have always come
when Government and industry work
together. This must be the mantra for the
future.

Quota increases
underline healthy
stock status
The generally improving state of our fish
stocks was underlined at the December
2015 EU Fish Council, which agreed
quota increases for several key species.
Most notable of these was haddock, which
saw a 30% increase, as well as North Sea cod
(+15%), North Sea herring (+16%), megrim
(+26%), monkfish (+20%) and West coast
prawns (+16%). Extra quota uplifts were
also agreed for those species affected by the
introduction on 1 January 2016 of the first
phase of the discard ban for demersal fisheries.
North Sea whiting and lemon sole quotas
remained the same.
These quota rises for some of our most
important stocks is good news for the industry
and underlines the sustainable fishing practices
of the Scottish fleet.And with the iconic nature
of North Sea cod, the increase for this species
sends a positive message to the public that they
can once again buy the fish with confidence.
Inevitably, as is the case in the unpredictable
environment of fish stock dynamics, there
were drops for some species, including North
Sea prawns.
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West coast
herring uncertainty

Scottish pelagic fishermen will embark the Pelagic Freezer Trawlers Association and
upon two major scientific projects to the University of Dublin, DNA samples will be
shed more information on West coast taken of fish for analysis.This will determine the
herring that will hopefully lead to the individuality of the two stocks and also their
stock being assessed independently for degree of migratory movements.
its northern and southern components.
“We hope it will lead to a better understanding
At the moment, ICES assesses West coast of West coast stock dynamics and also lead
herring as a single stock despite compelling to the northern and southern stocks being
evidence that the northern and southern parts assessed independently once again,” says Ian
are individual stocks. Scottish fishermen believe Gatt, chief executive of the Scottish Pelagic
the northern stock to be in relatively good Fishermen’s Association.
shape, but because ICES
And in a separate
assessed the two together
complementary research
last year, the EC has yet
project, Scottish, Dutch
to set a quota for West We are in a bit of a Catch
and Irish fishermen
coast herring, believing 22 situation – we can’t
are also proposing to
the overall stock (when undertake this vital work
undertake their own
taking account of the unless we are granted a
mini-acoustic surveys of
southern element) is not
the spawning stock with
quota to catch the fish
in good health. However,
pelagic vessels to build up
there are indications the
a more accurate picture
EC is intending to set a
of the overall status of
scientific quota so as to shed more information West of Scotland herring.
on the fishery.
Ian Gatt says: “We are in a bit of a Catch 22
This delay in quota setting is causing real situation – we can’t undertake this vital work
concern for Scottish fishermen as it impedes unless we are granted a quota to catch the fish,
efforts to put in place a rebuilding strategy for and this is why we are hoping for a decision on
the stock.
this from the EC as soon as possible in order
With this in mind, and working with the to finalise the planning stage.”
Pelagic Advisory Council, Scottish fishermen are
Other priorities for pelagic fishermen over
engaged in a genetic DNA sampling programme the coming year will be to try and resolve the
of West coast herring. In a project that also lack of international agreements for catching
involves Marine Scotland, Marine Institute arrangements for blue whiting and AtlantoIreland, Killybegs Fishermen’s Organisation, Scandian herring.
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Dignified fight for survival

Bertie Armstrong, chief executive of the SFF, reflects on industry attempts for a rethink
on MPAs that culminated in a demonstration outside the Scottish Parliament attended by
more than 160 fishermen and community members.
That the dignified demonstration
held outside the Parliament, originally
planned by the Clyde Fishermen’s
Association to highlight their concerns
over the Scottish Government’s
intransigent attitude to the South Arran
MPA, was also attended by fishermen
from north-west, north east and southeast Scotland, underlines the fact that
the wider industry is extremely anxious
about the implementation of new and
revised MPAs.
Although faced with the risk of losing the only
job they know, everything they have worked
all their lives to achieve and the possibility of
long-term unemployment, the fishermen made
their collective point in a measured manner, for
which they should be congratulated.
There is little doubt that a continual lack of
factual evidence and general transparency are
the fundamental reasons why the industry
remains extremely concerned at the manner

in which the Scottish Government latterly
handled the MPA proposals.

Every single fisherman who
gathered outside the Scottish
Parliament is a staunch
advocate of conservation and
long-term catch sustainability
Their main concern is directly related to
Cabinet Secretary Richard Lochhead’s MPA
management decisions at the end of a four-year
selection and designation process. Crucially,
the Scottish Government’s own Statutory
Nature Adviser (SNH) had for each MPA
made recommendations of preferred options,
which would meet the conservation objectives
and take account of the Cabinet Secretary’s
other statutory obligation – the principle of

sustainable use.
The Cabinet Secretary departed from these
options in a number of cases, perhaps most
controversially in the South Arran MPA.
We are now left with the statutory nature
adviser’s preferred options badly overreached.
These preferred options from four years
of consultations would have delivered
both the conservation and sustainable use
responsibilities resting with the Minister. A real
opportunity to have the industry fully behind
a rational set of measures, which could be
presented on the international stage as crossstakeholder backing for Scotland’s world-class
seafood has been trashed.
At a time when final decisions are still to be
taken on the format of other MPAs , steps need
to be taken with the utmost urgency to ensure
that lessons are learned in order to promote
the re-engagement of all stakeholders and the
re-establishment of lines of communication
and trust.
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New safety requirements for
UK fishing vessels
By Derek Cardno, SFF Safety Officer

2016 will see the introduction of the new
safety codes for all UK fishing vessels. It
is believed that the codes will come into
force in April but for many of the new
requirements there will be a lead-in time
to give industry time to be compliant.
The lead-in time will also give us the
opportunity to look at ways to support our
members in whichever way possible. It is hoped
that members who will be greatly affected by
some of the new requirements will inform us
through their associations so that a plan can be
put in place. Already moves have been made
through the Fishing Industry Safety Group
(FISG) of which the SFF is a key member.
The new codes are very detailed in their
guidance and instructions, and their formulation
has been a challenging job over the last few
years with the industry holding several intensive
discussions with the MCA. The fishing industry
has been well represented at the meetings by all
the devolved nations. The MCA at the moment
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is in the process of completing an impact
assessment and this will be the final hurdle.
Some of the biggest changes will be for the
under 15m fleet although all sizes of fishing
vessels will be affected. As in every code
amendment many items are for new builds and
when the codes come into place there will be a

date set for the laying of a keel as being the start
point. However, many of the changes will also
affect existing vessels and to ease the burden of
new requirements for these vessels, the MCA
intend to allow a two year phase-in period for
EPIRBs, Liferafts and PLBs but this hasn’t been
set in stone yet.

We have listed below per size of vessel some of the large impact items within the new codes.
The additional requirements in the Code for fishing vessels of less than
15m are:
•
•
•
•

Safety certificates: New and Existing
Emergency drills: New and Existing
Radar reflectors: New and Existing
Liferafts on vessels of 7-15m: New
and Existing for 7-10m Decked and
7-15 Open vessels (10-15 Decked
already a requirement)
Bilge alarms on vessels of 7-12m:
New and Existing open vessels
(already required for Decked)
Two additional lifejackets on vessels
of 12-15m: New and Existing
Carriage of satellite chipped EPIRBS
on all 10-15m: New and Existing

•

•
•

•

•
•

•
•
•

Carriage of either a PLB 406 GPS
for 7-10m. Carriage for all crew
onboard a PLB 406 GPS under 7m
Carriage for all crew onboard a
PLB 406 GPS under 7m
Carbon Monoxide Detectors:
N ew a n d E x i s t i n g ( w h e re
appropriate – guidance will be
given)
Stability requirements for new
vessels of 12-15m: New Only
Inspections on change of
ownership: New and Existing
Informing MCA of significant
modifications to the vessel: New
and Existing

The additional requirements in the Code
for vessels of 24m and over are:
•
•
•

•

•
•
•

•
The additional requirement in the Code for 15-24m vessels is:
•

Safety systems to be able to run on shore power if crew live on board:
New and Existing, (where appropriate)
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•

Emergency lighting to all emergency
exits: New and Existing
Lightning protection: New and
Existing
Fire detection and safety systems
to run on shore power: New and
Existing, (where appropriate)
Low level bilge alarms for propulsion
machinery spaces, fish holds and
unmanned spaces: New and Existing
Auto start bilge pump alarms: New
and Existing
Bilge suction alarms: New and Existing
An independent bilge alarm system
and a fail-safe warning if its circuit
becomes faulty: New and Existing
Exhaust fan shut offs: New and
Existing
Thermometers for fridges: New and
Existing
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Seafish beefs
up its Under
16.5m Skipper’s
Certificate
The engineering requirement for
Under 16.5m Skipper’s Certificates
have been beefed up by Seafish.
Given the continued high number of
incidents (reported by the Marine Accident
Investigation Branch) caused by engine and
machinery failure, fishermen who require
the restricted Certificate will have to
complete a two-day engineering course
and those who require the unrestricted
certificate will have to complete a 30-hour
course. This qualification ensures that
skippers of these boats are multi-skilled,
thereby helping to prevent breakdowns
and accidents involving engines and
machinery.
Since its launch in 2007, the voluntary
Seafish Under 16.5m Skipper’s Certificate
has proved hugely popular with experienced
fishermen. Comprising a number of short
courses in watchkeeping, engineering,
stability and radio operation and requiring
evidence of appropriate experience, there
are two certificates - one restricted for
use inside 20nm from a safe haven and the
other unrestricted.
• More details see www.seafish.org

SFF Services
vessel operational
procedures manual
SFF Services Limited (SFFSL) is currently
developing an integratedVessel Operational
Procedures Manual, scheduled to be issued
in mid-2016. Originally developed in 2000,
the existing Guard Vessel Manual has been
an invaluable tool to support the guard
services provided by SFFSL. The revamped
edition will contain not only updated
guard vessel instructions but also outline
the Company’s standard chase/survey
support, trawl sweep and oil spill response
procedures.
The QHSE sections have been greatly
strengthened, to reflect the important
strides the company has taken since
being awarded ISO9001, ISO14001 and
OHSAS18001 certification by DNV GL
Business Assurance in 2015.
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Gear Group seeks to
advance discard reduction
By Jennifer Mouat of the Aegir Consultancy
The Gear Innovation Technology and
Advisory Group (GITAG)seeks to
build on the body of work around
gear selectivity and catch and discards
reducing devices.
The Group was formed in the second
half of 2015 after the Scottish Fishermen’s
Federation’s wholly owned subsidairy company
SFF Services had secured funding from Marine
Scotland to develop and trial innovative fishing
gear that explores practical solutions aimed at
reducing the amount of discards.
One of the difficult aspects of managing
a commercial fishery, which targets a wild
population, is that you don’t know exactly
what fish will be caught. In mixed fisheries
of this sort, discarding, or high grading, can be
an issue. The stock would be larger and the
fishery more productive if these fish grew to
a larger size and also had an opportunity to
spawn to safeguard future generations.
There has been a substantial amount of work
undertaken historically to develop and test
innovative and more selective fishing gears.
Marine Scotland Science, Seafish and other
bodies have all assisted to develop selective
devices and test the effectiveness of each one.
It should be noted that many of the trials
which have been undertaken have focused on
the Cod Recovery Programme and therefore
were very much focused on the non capture
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of cod, although there is some limited data
on other species.We now seek to encourage
skippers and fishers from all sectors to put
forward innovative ideas for more selective
gears which will help their targeted fishery
become more sustainable.
GITAG aims to address these research
and development gaps by working with
key partners including industry, Marine
Scotland Policy, Marine Scotland Science,
Producer Organisations, the Scottish Industry
Discards Initiative and Seafish to promote and
encourage innovation from the fishing industry
as a whole.
A first phase of this project has seen four
applications come forward from skippers for
various different gears to be trialed in different
locations. A second phase will be developed
over the next months in consultation with
industry to develop further trials with the
purpose of assisting skippers manage their
responsibilities under the landing obligation.
Phase two will look to work with all sectors
and will develop gears which will offer choice
of options and solutions over the coming
years. Projects which are taken forward under
GITAG will have trial gear and charters fully
funded with derogations to cover quota and
days where appropriate.
Further information is available form
Malcolm Morrison (m.morrison@sff.co.uk)

The SFF recently helped organise a beach clean-up at Cairnbuilg where volunteers were also treated
to tasty prawns for their efforts!

Scottish fishermen
rewarded for helping
clean our seas
KIMO UK’s Fishing for Litter Scotland are delighted that the work of our fishermen
project recently received the RSPB’s in removing marine litter has been recognised
p re s t i g i o u s N a t u re o f S c o t l a n d with this prestigious award. Scottish fishermen
Award for Marine Conservation. The are enthusiastic participants in the Fishing for
award, sponsored
Litter initiative and are
by Northlink
committed to ensuring
Ferries, recognises
that our seas are clean
a n “ o u t s t a n d i n g We are delighted that the
and healthy.”
c o n t r i b u t i o n t o work of our fishermen in
The Fishing for Litter
t h e c o n s e r v a t i o n removing marine litter has
project was introduced
o r s u s t a i n a b l e been recognised with this
to Scottish waters by
management of
KIMO UK in 2005. By
prestigious award.
Scotland’s precious
removing barriers to
marine resources”.
landing the litter at
The
Scottish
participating harbours,
Fishermen’s Federation is a strong supporter it encourages skippers of fishing vessels to
of the Fishing for Litter project.
land litter they catch in their nets during their
Ross Dougal, President of the SFF, said:“We normal fishing activities.

SFF to sponsor
Skipper Expo
Int. Aberdeen
2016
The Scottish Fishermen’s Federation
has confirmed that it will sponsor
Skipper Expo Int. Aberdeen 2016
– the fourth year in a row it has
suppor ted Scotland’s flagship
fisheries exhibition.
Skipper Expo Int.Aberdeen 2016 will take
place on 27 and 28 May at the Aberdeen
Exhibition & Conference Centre. The
annual show has experienced sustained
growth since it was first launched in 2010
and strong interest is once again being
shown in this year’s forthcoming event.
Bertie Armstrong of the SFF said:“We are
delighted to be supporting Skipper Expo
Int. Aberdeen 2016, which is an event that
is going from strength to strength. With
the majority of our fish stocks in a healthy
state, the Scottish fishing industry has much
to be optimistic about and the Aberdeen
expo will form a fantastic showcase for
the industry.”
Highlights will include fishing vessel
displays and exhibitors will cover all areas
of the fishing sector, including marine
electronics, engine suppliers, fishing gear,
safety equipment, creels, chandlery and
deck machinery.
For more information on Skipper Expo
Int. Aberdeen 2016 visit http://www.
maramedia.ie/aberdeen-home
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